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The gas turbine has developed within the last
twenty years into a competitive, adaptable prime mover
for use as a gas generator in aircraft and for the gener-
ation of shaft power for stationary and marine use. The
competitive characteristics responsible for this develop-
ment include simplicity, reliability, flexibility of
design, high power-to-weight ratio, and relatively low
maintenance costs of the open cycle gas turbine. Supporting
this development has been the rapid expansion of the field
of gas turbine cooling systems, essential to the improvement
of thermal efficiency in the modern gas turbine while
maintaining simplicity, reliability and adequate component
life for commercial and marine service.
1.1 BACKGROUND
The apparent simplicity of engine cooling as
perceived during the initial engineering attempts at design
has yielded to a cautious appreciation of the complex
issues and phenomena that arise in the cooled turbine.
Figure 1.1 indicates the past development of the
cooled turbine [1]. The impetus behind the development of
cooled turbines originated from the aircraft industry
following World War II; supported by military budgets and
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the dramatic potential impact that the jet engine was
having on aircraft design, engine researchers recognized
the need for increased turbine inlet temperatures for
performance gains. The slow pace of materials develop-
ment plus the high cost and relative scarcity of critical
metals forced the designers to consider cooling methods
to keep blade temperatures below creep- failure and thermal
fatigue limits while maintaining the highest practicable
inlet temperature. Figure 1.1(a) illustrates that
although materials improvements resulted in engine
temperature increases of only about 18 degrees (F) per
year from 1952 through 1966 the introduction of cooling
around 19 65 enabled turbine inlet temperatures to increase
from a rate 'of about 17 degrees (F) per year to over 40
degrees (F) per year from 1955 to 1967.
One of the tremendous benefits of blade cooling
is the increase in blade life resulting from a reduction
in blade temperatures; on a creep-life basis a 35 degree
(F) reduction of blade temperature can double a typical
aero-engine blade life [l]. This is roughly equivalent
to a reduction in the average blade stress level of
3000 psi. Thus the increase in blade cooling of 40 degrees
(F) per year has resulted in much greater time between
overhauls for a constant inlet temperature, or, for a
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FIGURE 1.1 Cooled Gas Turbine Development Trends [l]
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temperatures and corresponingly greater performance gains.
There exist other advantages attendant to the
development and employment of cooled turbines. Increasing
the turbine inlet temperature directly increases the cycle
thermal efficiency, roughly as
n,. , = 1 - t t /t„thermal 1/ H
where TL and T„ are the average temperatures of heat
removal and addition, respectively. The employment of
cooling can increase specific power, allowing theoretical
reductions in turbine size, weight and space. At higher
turbine inlet temperatures a wider choice of pressure
ratio is available where power output is little affected
by the choice of pressure ratio (Figure 1.2) . Other
potential benefits include the possible improvement of
gas turbine performance at part- load and the option of
increasing efficiency and output with the simple, uncom-
plicated open-cycle arrangement [2]. However, increased
demands for cooling air at high temperatures can cause
power and efficiency losses in ways that are not always
readily apparent [3 ]
.
1.2 COOLING SYSTEM GOALS AND DESIGN CRITERIA
As with any other practical engine design, the






FIGURE 1.2 Open Cycle Power Versus Pressure Ratio [3]
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engineering process requiring careful balance of advantages
and problems. The selection of the most suitable cycle
from thermodynamic aspects, even with a minimum number of
components is not a straightforward matter of using the
highest pressures and temperatures. A thorough under-
standing of component performance is needed to achieve the
optimum effects of higher efficiency, high output, small
size and low cost [4]. For many applications, blade
cooling can offer substantial performance benefits but the
cooling system itself must satisfy certain criteria. The
optimum turbine cooling system must provide good stage
efficiency and high cycle thermal efficiency plus yield
a high specific power. An efficient cooling system should
operate with low cooling losses and in the event of
malfunction not result in catastrophic engine failure.
Practical considerations of good mechanical designability
,
a minimum of mechanical complexity (coolant conduits)
,
and capability of economic manufacture are important, in
addition to minimizing in-service maintenance. The cooling
system must operate to yield blade metal temperature levels
and distributions that satisfy blade life and reliability
requirements; it must respond to thermal transients in
order to give satisfactory engine handling characteristics
without unsatisfactory effects on blade life or
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reliability. Providing satisfactory part load performance
and satisfying vibration requirements are additional
considerations, but the determining factor in cooling
system selection is the overall economic justification for
its use [ 3 ] . Thus the goals for cooling system design
may be summarized as follows
:
(1) improve thermal efficiency by permitting
increases in turbine inlet temperature;
(2) maintain current reliability standards
and low maintenance costs;
(3) retain the advantages of the gas turbine
that have been responsible for its rapid
growth and expanded application,
principally its simplicity in the basic
open cycle;
(4) provide acceptable turbine blade life for
industrial and marine use;
(5) maintain or reduce current specific cost.
1. 3 FUTURE REQUIREMENTS
The thermodynamic inducements to continue the
development of stationary and aero-derivative gas turbines
to permit the use of higher turbine entry temperature are
strong. However, accompanying these trends is a
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diminution in the ability of current cooling methods to
properly protect hot engine components, the most critical
of which are the blades. Most current production-model
stationary and all aero-derivative gas turbines employ
compressor-bleed air as the cooling medium. Higher
thermal efficiencies in other than regenerative cycles
demand an increase in compressor pressure ratio as well
as increased inlet temperatures, resulting in a decrease
in the specific thermal capacity of the cooling air.
The thermal capacity of the coolant is also a function
of the maximum temperature T „ attained by the coolantco -1
in the performance of its function. Figure 1.3 illustrates
the declining effectiveness of air as a coolant at higher
pressure and temperature levels. It is observed that more
effective coolant utilization as reflected in a greater
T can mitigate to some degree the effects of higher
pressure; this is a function of design skill and the
prevailing metallurgical temperature limit of the hot-
section components. Projecting future requirements for
thermal capacity leads to the general conclusion that this
capacity must increase. As attempts to raise cycle
temperatures proceed, the heat flux received by the
turbine blades will increase; this heat flux is a




















FIGURE 1.3 Effect of Maximum Cooling Air Temper-
ature and Pressure Ratio on Cooling
Air Thermal Capacity (After [2])
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maximum permissible metal temperatures, and the mean heat
transfer coefficient on the gas side. This heat transfer
coefficient is influenced by Reynolds number, but
offsetting effects of increased gas velocity with a
reduction in the size of turbine required for a given
power output can tend to limit the prospect of reducing
heat flux by reducing the heat transfer coefficient. Thus
the temperature difference will tend to increase as desired
cycle temperatures outdistance metallurgical gains (see
Figure 1.1) . When this is considered in light of the
reduced capability of coolant air at high pressures, it
is clear that some means must be found to augment the
cooling capability of current methods [2}..
1.4 MARINE! APPLICATIONS
The predominant marine application for gas
turbines is in naval propulsion; at present there are
over 2 million horsepower in service, of which 19.2
million are used to provide propulsion power. Naval users
account for about 17 million horsepower in propulsion
service. The attributes of the aircraft-type gas
turbine, including low specific machinery weight, high
reliability and corresponding reduction of personnel and
maintenance requirements have been the primary reasons
for increasing naval utilization. Merchant service needs
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are dictated primarily by operating costs, and the rela-
tively high fuel consumption of the earlier gas turbines
discouraged rapid merchant marine gas turbine development
in favor of diesel or steam plants. However, the
development of regenerative versions of industrial-type
turbines, such as the General Electric MS 5212R about 1972,
has fostered continued applications of the industrial
type turbine to merchant service
.
The fundamental difference between naval and
merchant gas turbine employment is based on operating
profile. The typical naval plant for vessels of 1200 tons
or larger has an operating profile such that over 35
percent of total operating time is spent at less than
50 percent full speed (1/4 power) . To successfully and
economically employ a gas turbine component as part or
all of the main propulsion plant requires optimization
at more than one power level, hence the development of
CODOG and COGOG plants where separate prime-movers are
utilized for different power levels. Typically this
means that the gas turbine is installed as the boost or
peaking unit for high power augmentation, supplementing
a lower power cruising unit that may be another gas
turbine of lower horsepower or a diesel. The aircraft-
derivative gas turbine is particularly suited to this
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peaking application. Merchant service, or naval auxiliary
use, is characterized by a much more uniform operating
profile, with over 90 percent of steaming time spent at
full power; the higher specific fuel consumption of
aero-type turbines (.45 to .51 lb/SHP-HR) is less
attractive for this steady-state, base-load usage compared
to industrial-type turbines with regeneration (SFC .39 -
.40) or diesel plants (.38 - .42). Moreover, the longer
lifetimes available in industrial-type gas turbines
(80-100,000 hours) that derive from lower pressure ratios
and operating temperatures are more suitable to merchant
service goals of minimizing maintenance requirements and
costs. Table 1.1 outlines the significant differences
between aero and industrial gas turbines in marine use.
In gas turbines the efficiency of the compoents
is extremely important since the power required by the
compressor is relatively high, perhaps 20 to 40 percent
of total power developed. Thus efficiency improvements
of one to two percent in component efficiencies is
reflected in about double that improvement to overall
cycle thermal efficiency. Component efficiencies have
been affected most significantly by the increase in




TABLE 1.1 Comparison of Industrial and Aero-Derivative



















































It is logical to expect that future developments
in gas turbine technology will enhance the usefulness
of the gas turbine as a marine propulsion plant. Such
future developments are aimed at improving reliability,
increasing engine performance, reducing maintenance
requirements and increasing engine' life. The attainment
of these objectives requires increasing turbine firing
and inlet temperatures without decreasing present engine
life. There are at least four ways to accomplish this
goal: (1) through development of super alloys of
sufficient mechanical and thermal properties to withstand
rigorous service in the marine environment; (2) through
development of producible ceramic components; (3) through
application of barrier coatings to improve the thermal
behavior of hot section components; and (4) through
development of advanced blade and vane cooling techniques
that offer simultaneous gains in engine life with improved
performance in marine service. Although much work is in
progress on items (1) through (3), less consideration has
been given to (4) with respect to marine applications.
1. 5 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
It is the purpose of the study to: (1) review
and describe the current state of the art in gas turbine
cooling systems, particularly in rotating components;
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(2) compare the performance costs and credits of several
advanced cooling methods in simple and combined cycle
use; and (3) briefly investigate the potential of these
systems for a shipboard application.
A computer program is utilized to develop the
performance characteristics and to compare the systems.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF TURBINE COOLING METHODS
There exist various ways in which turbine cooling
methods may be described and classified; these methods are
usually related to the mechanical design of the system and
have followed an historical progression from the early
1950's.
2. 1 BACKGROUND AND METHODS OF CLASSIFICATION
Turbine cooling methods may be subdivided accord-
ing to several criteria:
(1) whether the part cooled is moving or
stationary;
(2) by the composition of the cooling medium
gas, liquid or a combination of
both ;
(3) by the mechanical scheme employed;
(4) by the location of the cooling fluid as
it performs its function, £.e, internal
or external to specified engine components.
The engine components that require cooling are
identified in Figure 2.1 and are lumped generally under
the terms of hot-section components or hot parts. These
include the combustor, nozzle guide vanes and diaphragms -




































disk - the rotating components. Additional cooling is
required for bearings, shrouds and sealing systems. The
problems of cooling stationary parts of modern turbines
is important and is the object of considerable metallurgical
research with ceramics; however, cooling stators is a much
easier task than cooling rotating components. Combustor
cooling technology is particularly well-developed and
parallels the advanced attempts to provide additional
cooling to blades through film and transpiration techniques
[ 6 ]; however, the distinction between stationary and
rotating parts remains and dominates the blade cooling
problem.
2.2 BLADE COOLING METHODS
The incorporation of cooling into the rotating
components of the axial flow turbine has presented a
challenging technical problem to the turbine designer
for almost thirty years. Turbine blades are subject to
tremendous centrifugal and Coriolis forces which establish
severe stresses within the blade that are further
compounded by gas bending loads and temperature effects.
The aerodynamic shape of the blades constrains the
manufacturing problem of providing cooling passages and
distributing and metering coolant flow. Figure 2.2
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displays current practical, research and experimental
blade cooling methods; this figure summarizes all of the
significant mechanical factors involved. The physical
characteristics and design philosophy vary significantly
among the systems shown and will be described briefly.
2.2.1 Air Cooling Methods
All modern aircraft-derivative gas turbines and
many industrial/stationary turbines employ air bled from
the compressor as the blade and vane cooling medium.
This practice developed historically as a result of
concentrated efforts to increase the performance of the
jet engine as an aircraft power plant. Considerations
of weight and space dictated the use of air as the only
acceptable coolant, although thrust-augmentation schemes
utilizing injected water were investigated briefly prior
to being abandoned as expensive and impractical [ 7 ]
.
The air-cooling development chain as outlined in
Figure 2.2 is expanded in Table 2.1. Current production
methods include elements (1) through (3); elements (4)
through (7) are undergoing design and manufacturing
research, while (8) and (9) are still in the laboratory
stage of development. The simplest convection scheme
involves passing bleed-air through a hollow blade and
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TABLE 2.1 Air Cooling Development Chain
(1) Simple convection
(2) Impingement (enhanced convection)
(3) Film cooling by localized injection through slots
or holes
(4) Distributed injection through drilled sheets
(5) Coarse wire structures
(6) Multi-ply drilled sheets
(7) Fine wire mesh
(8) Uniformly porous materials developed through the
techniques of powder metallurgy
(9) Porous materials with chord - and spanwise variations





as a crossflow heat exchanger. Early attempts to improve
the heat-exchanger effectiveness of convection-cooled
blades concentrated on increasing the ratio of coolant-to-
gas side heat transfer area. Circular passages were
drilled radially to accomplish this but the blade geometry
as dictated essentially by aerodynamic considerations
limits the local effectiveness of this method, particularly
in the region of the leading and trailing edges. The
thin trailing edge requires excessively small cooling
passages while the heat transfer requirements at the blunt
end result in a deviation from optimal aerodynamic design
in order to accommodate the desired coolant passage.
Further attempts to improve on this idea included the
assemblage of numerous tube bundles within the hollow
blade, again to increase the effective heat transfer area
of the coolant (Figure 2.3b). Although an improvement
over the other methods, this technique still lacked
sufficient effectiveness near the leading and trailing
edges. The follow-on technique employed impingement jets
in the leading edge region (Figure 2.3c) to augment the
forced convection flow. This can be accomplished through
the use of channeling inserts to redirect some portion of
the main flow to the leading edge or along the chord;
the use of impingement cooling is not practicable at the
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(a) Early Convection (b) Improved Convection
(c) Convection with
Impingement
(d) Film (leading and
trailing edge cooling)
(e) Film (full coverage) (f) Transpiration cooled




trailing edge, however, due to geometry limitations. This
impingement-convection technique can be augmented, however,
with the presence of a slot through which the coolant can
exhaust from the trailing edge and cool the region by
convection; this results sometimes in a thickening of the
trailing edge region, but has resulted in no undue aero-
dynamic losses in current designs. Additional attempts
to improve on this composite convection and impingement
design have been concerned chiefly with the passage shape
and the subdividion of the blade cross-sectional area
for optimal coolant metering (Figure 2.4).
Early Design
lodern Design
FIGURE 2.4 Convection Cooled Designs
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The expansion of air-cooling techniques beyond
the simple convection variations marked a major change
in coolant system design philosophy. The employment of
air over the external surface of a component is designed
to reduce the heat transferred to the surface, while
impingement and convection cooling methods attempt to
maintain metal temperatures at a satisfactory creep-life
level through internal heat transfer to the coolant.
Film cooling is physically compatible with developed air-
cooling methods; in practice the method has been used
extensively to cool combustion-chamber linings and hot
gas ducts. Film cooling is also employed in most aero-
derivative turbines to supplement convection and impinge-
ment techniques , chiefly by improving the poor temperature
distirbution at the blade leading and trailing edges.
The film may be established in a number of ways; partial
films for "spot-cooling" as described above are introduced
through spanwise slots or through discrete injection
ports of varying size, spacing, and spacing arrangement.
Full coverage films require more complex metering systems
and injection port arrangements to satisfactorily control
the coolant distribution. In theory film cooling should
result in improved cooled engine performance through
more effective coolant utilization; there are a number
of losses associated with this method, however, that
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mitigate its positive impact on turbine and cycle
efficiencies
.
The logical extension of film cooling is
achieved in transpiration air cooling, also known as
effusion or aspiration cooling. Cooling air is supplied
and distributed through a portius aerofoil surface. The
porosity is determined by the fabrication materials and
construction techniques. Drilled sheets provide the
least porosity but are the easiest to manufacture.
Additional porosity may be achieved by winding coarse
or fine wire around a central support strut (Figure 2.5).
Advanced powder metallurgy techniques involving sintered-
mesh materials are in the industrial research stage [ 6 ].
The 'thermal design goal of transpiration-cooled blades
is similar to that of film cooling-to reduce the heat
flux to the blade. The anticipated gains of transpiration
cooling over film cooling include more uniform blade
metal temperature distribution and more effective coolant
utilization; however, there are again penalties associated
with its use that reduce theoretical performance gains.
2.2.2 Liquid Cooling Methods
The use of liquids in gas turbine cooling has
long been investigated (Table 2.2) [9, 10 ] . However, pro-
gress has been very slow due to the extremely difficult
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The homogeneity of air with the turbine working fluid
minimizes a number of problems that arise when a liquid,
even water, is employed. Liquid cooling may be accomplished
internally or externally as with air. Forced convection
systems most commonly utilize a solid blade with inter-
connected radial holes; water enters the blade root from
the turbine disk and follows a torturous path through
the blade and is exhausted into the hub. The liquid can,
alternatively, make a single pass through blade cooling
passages and exhaust into the gas stream at some design
quality. Recovery of some of the liquid is effected
in a tip-shroud collecting ring for reuse, while the
remainder is mixed with the gas stream.
Free-convection liquid cooling systems are
commonly referred to as " thermosyphons" and several
thermosyphon systems have been proposed for turbine
blade cooling. The basic principle of the thermosyphon
derives from the substantial free-convection velocities
and effective heat transfer that result from the centri-
fugal-force field in a rotating turbine wheel. The
Schmidt design [ 7 ] proposed radially drilled coolant
passages open at the root and sealed at the blade tip.
Coolant enters the passage at the root from an annular
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supply and fills the entire passage. As the blade is
heated by combustion gases, the layer of cooling fluid
adjacent to the surface of the passages is heated and
decreases in density relative to the fluid nearer the
center of the cooling passage. The centrifugal body
force per unit volume is pro) 2 , where r is the radius
from axis of rotation, p the coolant density and lo
corresponds to the angular velocity. Thus the resultant
body forces are smaller in the heated layer where the
density is less than in the center; and the warmer fluid
flows toward the axis of rotation. A continuous
circulation is produced as hot fluid exiting from the
turbine passage is replaced by cold fluid flowing outward
from the core (Figure 2.6).
In an open thermosyphon, liquid water enters
an exits from the turbine blade at the root water annulus
carried in the rotor. Careful design of blade passages
controls the pressure to avoid boiling within the blade
unless specifically desired. Original designs [7 ]
intended the water to flash to steam as it reentered the
rotor hub, enabling additional extraction of work from
the generated steam in an auxiliary turbine or heat
exchanger. The open thermosyphon can employ partially
or completely filled coolant passages, as can the closed
thermosyphon. The closed system (Figure 2.7) seals
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FIGURE 2.6 Free Convection Open Thermosyphon [11]
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the blade at the root and tip, requiring a secondary-
coolant in the blade root and a heat exchanger. Consider-
ation has been given to using fuel as the secondary-
coolant, but no working designs have evolved [12].
Another means of root cooling suggested is cooling by
conduction through the rim of the disk [13] but this has
not developed either.
The objective of using liquids in blade cooling
is similar to convection with air, to reduce the metal
temperature to a safe (lifetime-determined) level by the
removal of heat through convection or boiling. External
spray cooling has been considered for aircraft engines
for short duration power augmentation on take-off or for
emergencies, but the excessive water requirements and added
weight ruled out further practical development of this
system [ 3 ]. Water injection for shipboard turbines as
a means of increasing the mass flow and power have been
hindered by the problems of excess stack moisture that
creates visible plumes that, in the case of naval vessels,
can serve as an infra-red target [14].
The above description of the most common types
of blade cooling systems has not attempted to compare
them, as such a comparison relies on an evaluation of the
abilities of the various systems to contribute to overall
engine performance at reasonable economy.
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(1) Free Stream, (2) Outside Blade
Surface, (3) Inside Blade Surface,
(4) Secondary Coolant Inlet
Conditions, (5) Secondary Coolant
Exit Conditions, (6) Hot Side of
Heat Exchanger, (7) Primary Coolant
Exit Conditions, (8) Primary Coolant
Inlet Conditions, and (9) Cool
Side of Heat Exchanger.
FIGURE 2.7 Closed-Loop Thermosyphon Cooling System [12]
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It is observed, however, that the liquid thermo-
syphon methods have been in the laboratory research stage
for over thirty years without the appearance of a pro-
duction model; the vibratory forces and coolant dynamics
problems associated with liquid cooling have been thus
far insurmountable. A revival of attempts at liquid
system design for large industrial turbines is underway
but remains in the conceptual design stage, awaiting
test vehicle manufacture and operation [15].
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3. THERMODYNAMICS OF COOLING
The thermodynamic effects of engine cooling on
performance and efficiency vary with the cooling method
and cooling system type; in particular some lossess
associated with each system are a function of design and
hence are controllable, whereas other losses are beyond
the designers influence. This chapter shall (1) review
the specialized nomenclature associated with the thermo-
dynamic problems of turbine cooling; (2) discuss the
general effects of cooling on performance and efficiency;
and (3) examine the particular losses associated with
the various cooling methods.
3.1 REVIEW OF THERMODYNAMICS
3.1.1 Temperature-Entropy Diagram
This diagram presents (explicitly) process
lines of constant temperature and entropy plus (implicitly)
lines of constant pressure and volume when the working
fluid in the process is a gas. Several features of these last
two process lines are important in analyzing gas turbine
performance.
From the state relationship
Tds = c dT + Pdv
and the ideal gas law




Pdv = RdT - vdP
and substituting yields
Tds = cvdT + RdT - dP
The gas constant R = c - c and with Equation 3.1
ir v
dP
Tds = c dT - RT —
P P
and dividing by T










or a line of constant pressure on the T-s diagram has a
positive increasing slope with T, although increasing
values of c with T will diminish this somewhat.
Integrating Equation 3.2 between any two
temperatures
T








For an isentropic (ideal reversible) process, s - s =



















where y = c /c . Knowledge of the variation of c with Tp v 3 p
or more usually the adoption of an average c over the
temperature limits permits evaluation of the entropy change
between two known states for any process. The important
feature of isobars on the T-s diagram is their divergence
as entropy increases, as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1.2 Steady Flow Energy Equation
The total energy of a unit mass of fluid in
steady flow is comprised of internal energy u, the flow
2
work p , the kinetic energy v /2 , and the potential energy
due to position gz, • The change of this total energy
across a generalized rotor is due to shaft work W and
heat Q being transferred into or out of the rotor. An



























FIGURE 3.2 Brayton Cycle Representation
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This relation is valid for any fluid and may be simplified
considerably for an ideal gas. Potential energy changes
are negligible and the internal energy and flow work
terms may be combined as the fluid enthalpy h and expressed
for a perfect gas as c T. Equation 3.5 reduces to
P
CplT l + Vl




3.1.3 Ideal (Brayton) Cycle
The ideal cycle for the simple gas turbine is
the Joule or Brayton cycle; heat addition and rejection
is idealized at constant pressure as depicted in












where the heat transfer Q and the work transfer W are per
unit mass flow. Applying this equation to each component
and assuming no changes in kinetic energy between the




















































If r is defined as thepressure ratio ^^l = p 3 //p 4' then
the cycle efficiency can be shown to be given by
n - 1 - (|1 v
Thus the cycle efficiency of the ideal (loss-less) gas
turbine open cycle is dependent only on the pressure
ratio and the nature of the gas as reflected by the value
for y. For air y is approximately constant at 1.4
although more rigorously it will vary slightly with
temperature. The variation of cycle efficiency with
pressure ratio is shown in Figure 3.3.
The specific work output W (work per unit mass
of working fluid) is a function of maximum cycle






















where t = T 3/T, . The maximum cycle temperature T 3
influences the specific work output considerably; the
effect of increasing the temperature ratio of the cycle
is demonstrated in Figure 3.4. For a fixed maximum
temperature ratio, the specific work is maximized at a
certain pressure ratio; this pressure ratio is determined
by differentiating Equation 3.3. with respect to
Y-l
(r) Y and equating the result to zero, and is less than
the pressure ratio for maximum efficiency.
3.1.4 Stagnation Properties
For an adiabatic flow of a gas with no work





/2 = c T, + V„
2
/2pi 1 p~ 2 2
which expresses the stagnation enthalpy h of the fluid.
Physically, the stagnation enthalpy is the enthalpy which
a gas stream of enthalpy h and free stream velocity V
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Pressure Ratio r
FIGURE 3.3 Simple Cycle Efficiency Variation with Pressure Ratio
(Loss-Less) [l6]
4 5 6 8 10
FIGURE 3.4 Simple Cycle Specific Work Output [l6]
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h = h + V
2
/2
The stagnation enthalpy of a perfect gas (h = c T) is
characterized by the stagnation temperature T
T = T + V2/2c (3.9)
o ' p
Equation 3.9 expresses the total or stagnation temperature
in a gas as the sum of the local free stream static
temperature T plus a free stream dynamic temperature rise
V
2 /2c .
Thermodynamically, T represents the theoretical
temperature that a flowing gas will attain when slowed
adiabatically to zero velocity. In particular for a
high speed gas following adiabatically across an insulated
plate, viscous forces arising within the boundary layer
slow the gas and dissipate the energy of the free stream,
resulting in a temperature gradient normal to the plate.
If stagnation temperatures are employed in
analysis, the kinetic energy terms in the steady flow
equation are accounted for implicitly. Stagnation temper-
ature is constant in a stream flowing without heat or work
transfer; friction effects are accounted for between the
static and dynamic terms. However , when the gas is slowed
and the static temperature rises there is a simultaneous
rise in pressure. The definition of stagnation pressure
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p requires further restrictions that the gas is brought
to rest adiabatically and also reversibly, hence in an








and is constant only if friction is absent.
3.1.5 Adiabatic Wall Temperature
A gas flowing past an insulated surface will
cause the surface temperature to increase above the local
gas temperature T but to less than the total temperature
TV-. The actual temperature at an adiabatic surface is
called the adiabatic wall temperature, T and is related
to T and T by the recovery factor R. , which is a measure
of the free stream dynamic temperature rise recovered
at the wall;






V /2cp T - T
'
' o
The relationship among T, Tn and T 7 is illustrated in
Figure 3.5 and becomes significant when considering heat
transfer mechanisms in high-speed, turbulent fluid flow.
3.1.6 Isentropic Efficiency
Irreversibility in compression or expansion





FIGURE 3.5 Temperature Relations in High-Speed
Flow Over Insulated Plate [11]
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The degree of irreversibility is expressed through the
turbine or compressor efficiency n T or n • For a turbine
Actual Work
n T " Ideal Work
The evaluation of these quantities depends on whether the
exit kinetic energy of the gas stream is utilized or not.
If utilized (as in multi-stage turbine) the turbine
isentropic efficiency is the total- to- total efficiency
and is defined as
h01 ~ h02
h 01 ' h02 lsen
For small differences in inlet and outlet kinetic energies
12 12(i.e.
-J





h, - hj isen
When exhaust kinetic energy is not utilized, the total-to-











For fixed stage pressure ratio, the irreversibility in






























Turbine efficiency has been described above in
terms of the overall expansion pressure ratio; in an
actual turbine this pressure ratio is achieved through
multiple expansions or stages, each of approximately
the same stage expansive efficiency n . In a turbine,
the temperature at entry to each succeeding stage is
higher than that due to isentropic expansion by virtue
of the inefficiency of the proceding stage. Each
successive stage therefore produces additional work
output; the production of additional work for a given
pressure ratio in a turbine is known as the reheat effect
and is demonstrated in Figure 3.7. In expanding from
initial state A to B', the overall isentropic efficiency
is AT-^/ATj.g. If the overall pressure ratio PA/pB is
achieved in three stages of equal stage isentropic
efficiency n , the overall work remains AT, n i . This work
-1 s AB
is also represented by the sum of AT ,
,
, AT..































+ AT 1'2" + ^'B" 5
As the isobars diverge with increasing entropy,
AT1I2 „ > AT12 and AT2?B „ > AT2B
Therefore


















The variation of turbine (and compressor)
efficiency with pressure ratio as manifested in the reheat
analysis complicates cycle calculations covering a range
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of pressure ratios, hence the concept of polytropic (or
small-stage) efficiency n . The polytropic efficiency
of a process is the isentropic efficiency of an elemental
stage in the process such that it is constant throughout
the whole process. For a turbine,
dh
^ dh isen
For an isentropic process, Tds = = dh TC, - vdp; hence,
c dT c P dT
nD =
-2 = -2 (3.10)
p vdp RT dp
since v = R-p/P. Separating (3.10) into differential form
dT R dp
T c r p
P *






Integrating across the whole turbine assuming equal


























Rearranging and substituting give
n_(Y-DA
1 - r P
n T "
1 _ r (Y-D/Y
where r is the turbine pressure ratio.
3.1.9 Heat Transfer
The principal mechanism of heat flow in solids
and important to some extent in fluids is conduction,
the process of heat transfer between high and low
temperature regions through direct molecular communication,




where the proportionality constant, k, termed the thermal
conductivity, links the heat flux and temperature
gradient. The thermal conductivity is a material property
with units W/HR m K (BTU/HR FT F) : Convection is the
process of energy transport by the combined action of heat
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conduction, energy storage and mixing motion, and is the
most important mechanism of energy transfer between a
solid surface and a liquid or gas. Convection is
classified according to the method of motivating flow in
free or forced convection, depending on whether the flow
results from density differences caused by temperature
gradients or from pumping. The governing relation for








where q = rate of heat transfer by convection w/HR
(BTU/HR)
2 2A = heat transfer area m (FT )
h = local convective heat transfer
2 2
coefficient w/m KRK (BTU/HR FT F)
T = surface temperature K (F)
T
ro
= fluid temperature K (F)
The evaluation of the convective heat transfer coefficient
is extremely difficult due to the complex nature of the
phenomenon; the value of h in a system depends if the
surface geometry, fluid velocity and properties, and even
on the magnitude of the temperature difference. The
convective heat transfer coefficient may therefore vary
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over the surface and hence must be specified locally.
An average coefficient h can be defined in terms of
the local value by
1 K = 5 fAf hc <»
and in fact for many engineering applications average
values are sufficient.
3.2 HEAT TRANSFER IN TURBINE BLADES
3.2.1 Temperature Distributions
The temperature distribution around a typical
blade is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The chordwise
temperature differences result from several flow field
factors, principally turbulence and (thus) Reynolds
number. It is apparent from the figure that the critical
temperature areas are the leading and trailing edges,
which are also the most difficult areas to effectively
cool. The distribution of the gas side heat transfer
coefficient resembles that of Figure 3.9. The highest
values occur at the leading edge stagnation point and
on the after portion of the suction surface. The
latter effect is due to the onset of turbulence usually
within the first 25-30 percent chord that increases the
heat flux to the blade through increased mixing.
The temperature distribution within a turbine
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FIGURE 3.8 Typical Cascade Blade Temperature
Distribution [17]




operating temperature and lifetime, due to thermal
stresses and low cycle fatigue. The cooling system there-
fore is a major variable in attempts to minimize thermal
stress and improve blade life characteristics. Mien a
turbine blade is heated, the outer surface layers develop
compressive stresses while the core remains cool (condition
at startup) . As the blade core heats up a stress reversal
occurs and tensile stresses are induced in the surface
layers. Cool-down repeats the pattern and if the stress
changes are rapid and cyclic, surface cracking will be
inducued, usually at the leading or trailing edges.
Blade cooling can aggravate the situation if uneven
chordwise and spanwise temperatures develop. Transpiration
cooling has demonstrated the capability to significantly
smooth out such gradients (Figure 3.10) throughout the
blade; film cooling can reduce the spanwise temperature
gradient but establishes its own chordwise distribution.
The limit of a poor temperature distribution results
in excessive oxidation and corrosion, leading ultimately
to failure. Liquid cooling has demonstrated significant
distribution ability [24] but excessive cooling that



























































3.2.2 Gas Side Heat Transfer
Blade cooling methods are usually considered
independently of gas side heat transfer since this factor
is common to both cooled and uncooled blades. There have
been numerous attempts to measure the gas side heat
transfer coefficient for varying conditions, as shown in
Figure 3.11. The Nusselt number Nu represents the non-
dimensionalized heat transfer coefficient
k
cNu = —
where c is the blade (or stator) chord. From the figure
it is apparent that much disparity occurs in values for
Nu at a given Re, as much as 150 percent variation over
the range of Re shown. Thus prediction of gas side heat
transfer is an inexact procedure at best. For laminar
conditions
Nu cc (Re) 0,5
(assuming air with constant Pr) and with turbulence
Nu oc (Re) ' 8
These derive from flat plate correlations and an actual
turbine maybe expected to lie between these values,
tending towards turbulence assuming normally high
levels of ambient turbulence must exist in real engines.
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FIGURE 3.11 Gas Side Heat Transfer Correlations for
Turbine and Cascades [6]
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The location of the transition point from laminar to
turbulent flow is quite variable, usually within the
initial 30 percent chord on the suction surface. Along
the pressure surface the flow may remain very nearly
laminar throughout.
There is conflicting evidence that transpiration
cooling in particular may have some determinable effect
on gas side heat transfer coefficients; although Bayley
[ 6 ] suggests little variations from convection cooling
consistent with the normal variation as in Figure 3.11,
some experiments suggest that the cooling blanket from
uniformly porous materials trips the boundary layer into
turbulence at a lesser distance along the chord, increasing
the heat transferred to the coolant [19].
3.2.2 Coolant Side Heat Transfer
Coolant side correlations take similar form as




for turbulent flow through a pipe. For natural convection
systems (thermosyphons) the relevant correlations are
of the form





where Gr is the Grashof number and represents the ratio of






where 3 = coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid
and g the acceleration of gravity. For a turbine the
2driving field is the contrifugal acceleration rco
instead of g; hence
Gr =
2 3
ro) 6 AT L
2
v
where L is the length of the cooling passage. For typical
blade dimensions and turbine rpm with water cooling,
the heat transfer coefficients can be quite large, on
the order of 16-20,000 BTU/HR FT 2 F [11]. The internal
cooling heat transfer coefficients hc are usually one
to two orders of magnitude greater than the gas side
coefficient; hence if the blade or vane material conduc-
tivity is not so low as to cause a large temperature drop
between the outer surface and the cooling passage, the
surface can be cooled adequately.
The increased values of Nuc with turbulence
have prompted the employment of turbulence stimulators
as integral parts and inserts to cast blade sections.
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3.3 COOLED TURBINE LOSSES
The cooling process incurs a number of losses
to cycle efficiency; some of these losses can be accounted
for directly in calculating cycle efficiency while others
require additional methods of accounting. The sources
and approximate magnitudes of cooling losses in air-cooled
turbines are described below. When compressor air is
utilized for cooling there is a net reduction in turbine
mass flow. Although some reduction in compressor work
can be realized if cooling flows are extracted before
the compressor exit, reintroduction of these flows at
varying stages in the turbine reduces the net work
extracted from the gas stream per stage. This loss is
proportional to cycle pressure and coolant flow rate
and can be quite large, from 1-2 percent in turbine
efficiency. Another direct loss associated with cooling
flows is a reduction in turbine exhaust temperature;
this factor becomes very significant in cycles with
heat exchange or exhaust heat recovery systems, as the
lower temperature lessens the heat exchanger effectiveness.
Other losses that are not so easily accounted
for include: (a) the expansion is no longer adiabatic;
I the result of heat extraction at each turbine stage is
a progressive reduction in the gas temperature through
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the turbine, reducing the turbine reheat factor R and
therefore reducing overall turbine efficiency rim since
n T = R n s
where n is stage efficiency; obviously reducing the
number of stages helps to minimize efficiency loss;
(b) there is a pressure loss and a reduction in enthalpy
of the gas stream due to mixing of exhausted cooling
air with the main stream; (c) some pumping work is done
on the blades by the coolant as it passes radially
outwards through the coolant passages. If exhausted at
the blade tip additional mixing loss occurs but may be
partially offset by reduction in tip leakage loss. This
pumping work may include an "acceleration" loss as the
coolant moves from near-rest conditions to full turbine
speed; this loss is proportional to coolant flow rate
and to the square of the turbine wheel speed. Magnitudes
of this acceleration loss for convection cooling systems
I
are estimated between zero and 5 percent [ 3 ] ; (d) a
final ill-defined loss experienced in cooled turbines is
aerodynamic loss due to departure from optimal blade
shapes to accommodate coolant flow passages, especially
in the vicinity of the leading and trailing edges, where
thickness of the cross-section must increase to provide
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adequate flow area for the coolant. Estimates for the
magnitude of this loss range from nil to 2 1/2 - 3 percent
in turbine efficiency [ 3 ]
.
Not all of the losses listed above are
applicable to all cooling systems. For liquid closed
thermosyphons the negative reheat effects dominate while
there are no mixing and minimal pumping losses. For
open thermosyphons, there is considerable mixing loss and
gas stream enthalpy drop, so much so that these systems
are no longer considered practical [7,20]. The tendancy
of all liquid cooled blades is excessive reduction of
the metal temperatures and exaggerated negative reheat.
One of the principle goals of liquid cooling system design
has been the limitation on the degree of cooling applied
to the blade to prevent this effect.
The losses listed in (a) through (d) are accounted
for in cycle calculations through a reduced value of
turbine efficiency. Several methods have been employed
to assess this reduction; pertinent sections of the
analysis of Hawthorne, Brown and May are presented below.
3. 4 COOLING LOSS PARAMETERS
Brown [21] defined a non-dimensional cooling
loss factor
„ _




and developed a formula to relate I to turbine isentropic
efficiency. In a multi-stage turbine the stage efficiency
closely approximates the polytropic efficiency and in an
uncooled turbine of this type the heat equivalent of
energy losses occurring in any given stage is returned
to the working fluid in the stage. This reheat effect
raises the outlet temperature of the stage to a value
greater than that due to adiabatic expansion and thereby
increases the total work output and turbine efficiency.







h-j. - h 2 isen
for a polytropic process of an ideal gas becomes
n
s (^)




1 " (P 2 /P].)
If the stage efficiency is not appreciably affected by
the heat loss due to blade cooling, a cooled stage
efficiency r\ ' may be defined as
n ,
stage total heat drop
s stage adiabatic heat drop
to give the actual expansion line obtained in the cooled










Aha = stage adiabatic heat drop
Ahu = stage useful work
Ahc = stage cooling loss















For a constant I throughout the turbine then the turbine
efficiency n T may be related to I as follows:
,
turbine total heat drop
T turbine adiabatic heat drop
= n T (1 + I)






i - (p 2 /Pi)
1 - (p 2 /Pl )
Y
Substituting the expressions for n ' and rim 1 gives
Y-l
1m =




1 - (P 2 /P1 )
Y
Typical values of I calculated for liquid cooled turbines
[21] range from 0.12 to 0.25 for laminar flow conditions




In his original analysis Brown showed I to be
primarily dependent on the temperature difference between
gas and blade, a blade setting parameter and a gas property
parameter for gas conditions in the stage. The cooling
loss factor is found to be lower at higher gas pressures.
Figure 3.13. Since high inlet temperatures require high
pressure ratios to optimize efficiency the cooling loss
factor will minimize in future high temperature turbines
and illustrates the decreasing losses associated with
increasing specific output.
Hawthorne [22] examined the effect of cooling
on turbine and stage efficiencies in an analysis that
closely paralleled Brown [21]. His analysis confirmed
the assumption [2l] that stage efficiency is relatively
unaffected by cooling unless large amounts of cooling
are applied to stators (one to three percent maximum)
.
Impulse stages suffer only slight degradations in stage
efficiency with applied cooling, and generally the impact
of cooling on stage efficiency is much less important
.! than the lost work due to negative reheat.
The enthalpy - entropy diagrams relevant to the
I cooling process are shown in Figure 3.14 for the ideal
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FIGURE 3.13 Estimated Cooling Loss Per Stage





(a) Reversible Cooled Stage
H
(b) Irreversible Cooled Stage
FIGURE 3.14 Cooling at Constant Stagnation Pressure. (22)
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The heat transferred due to cooling may also be modeled
as occurring at constant outlet pressure.
Heat losses can also be accounted for by using








is cooling number representing the heat removed by the
coolant and is the ratio of the heat loss to coolant in
the turbine to the isentropic enthalpy drop in the
turbine. Recalling that the cooling loss factor I
represents the heat loss by the gas to the turbine work,
the relation of £ and I is
c
£_ = il) (turbine isentropic efficiency)
An expression for % in terms of the usual stage









Knowledge of the heat transfer per stage q obtained
from experiment in terms of gas and blade temperature
differences and blade setting parameters, plus the
assumption of a polytropic efficiency n enables the
determination of the cooling number E, . £ has been shown
to depend on gas conditions and cooling system design
and generally increases with increasing gas temperature
and decreasing pressure ratio at a fixed blade temperature,
similarly to the cooling loss factor. Typical values
at gas temperature 2192F for E,
c
and . 7 at PR = 8 to .
4
at PR = 14, with turbine efficiency losses around 3.2 and
2.7%, respectively.
An additional heat loss parameter employed in
current experiments [ 3 ] is a cooling loss number, CLN
that is the ratio of the sum of all the heat extracted
from the gas through the turbine to the net useful specific
power output. This parameter is especially useful in
that it gives directly the heat loss to the coolant and
can give an indication of the' potential for heat recovery
in an auxiliary cycle.
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4. COOLING SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
4.1 MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS
There are several performance parameters in
use which describe the efficiency with which a given design
employs its coolant. For air cooled turbines the most
significant factor relating cooling system efficiency to






where T is the effective gas temperature, Tm is the
metallurgical limiting temperature and T is the coolant
temperature. For internal convection cooled stators
and blades this is a local measure of how well the coolant
is able to control the heat transfer to the metal surface.
The TDR varies between zero (for no cooling of the metal)
to unity for equal wall and coolant temperatures. Local
gas temperature varies with Reynolds number which will
vary around the blade according to the pressure distri-
bution established by the stream and airfoil: the coolant
temperature rises from inlet to exit as it passes through
the blade cooling passage. Allowable metal temperature
is normally assumed uniform and established by creep-life
limitations and material properties. For most
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applications , however, the TDR is evaluated at average
conditions. Metal temperatures should be set at the
maximum permitted for the desired creep life; T becomes
the mean effective gas temperature or mean adiabatic
wall temperature and for rotor blades is measured relative
to the rotating surface. T is normally measured at its
inlet value, T .








which for rotor blades becomes the blade relative temper-
ature
T - T
niim BL "crBRT =
T - T
g cr
with blade and gas temperatures measured at mean and mean
relative values, respectively. BRT and TDR are related
as follows
:
1 - BRT = TDR
The factors influencing the blade relative tem-
perature are examined in the following analysis.
For an internally-cooled, forced convection












FIGURE 4.1 Heat Balance on Air Cooled Blade [16]
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dimensional heat balance on an elemental length of blade
dl at distance I from the root is shown in Figure 4.1.
It is known that cooled blades of this type develop
a spanwise temperature gradient [l6]; this is principally
due to the rising temperature of the coolant in the
spanwise direction which reduces its effectiveness.
The effect of this temperature gradient is the conduction
of heat along the blade. The low thermal conductivity
of many turbine blade alloys permits the neglecting of
the conduction term, and radiation effects are negligible
for all but the first stage inlet guide vanes of most
turbines. The heat transferred to the coolant is:
dT
W„ c: —- = h S„ (TK - T_) (4.1)C DC . „ C C D Cc dl
The coolant and blade temperature gradient may now be













dTb d(T - T.)Since = - 2
, from Equation 4.1 with T - T,


















The solution to this equation with boundary condition























T -T =T - T. [1 + h S/h S]
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T-T [1 + h S/h S]




For fixed geometry the primary variable
influence the local temperature difference ratio is
W cpc, which also influences the magnitude of h
in proportion to coolant flow Reynolds number.
The temperature difference ratio is therefore
not explicit in terms of coolant flow rate or,
equivalently , coolant-to-gas mass fraction W /W .




the temperature difference ratio but cycle efficiencies
will suffer due to dilution effects after some level.
The variation of the specific heat of the coolant flow
with temperature also affects the temperature difference
ratio, particularly where compressor bleed air at high
pressures is utilized. The other factors influencing
the temperature difference ratio are the gas and coolant
side heat transfer coefficients. In general, the cooling
effectiveness of a particular cooling design is improved
by decreasing h and increasing h ; this is logical since
g c
the goal of the coolant is to maintain metal temperature
at a specific level and reducing the heat flux to
the blade or increasing it to the coolant accomplishes
this.
4.2 FACTORS AFFECTING COOLING EFFECTIVENESS
BY METHOD
Different cooling methods attempt control of
metal surface temperatures in varying ways; it has been
seen that simple-convection designs make no attempt to
limit heat flux to the blade and rely on the thermal
capacity of the coolant air to convey sufficient heat
from the blade or vane to keep the allowable metal
temperature within creep-life limits, usually defined
as one percent creep in some specified number of hours
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of operation at a given temperature. For aircraft engines
this ranges from 400 to 4000 hours, while heavy duty
industrial turbines require 80,000-100,000 hours continuous
operation without overhaul. Thus the principal attempts
at improving cooling effectiveness for this type of system
consist of improving the coolant-to-gas wetted surface
ratio or increasing the coolant side Nusselt number.
Nu is principally affected by coolant velocity and
temperature; the potential for heat transfer is improved
by decreased coolant temperature although an accompanying
decrease in thermal conductivity of the cooling gas will
partially (though not significantly at lower temperatures)
offset this. The geometrical limitations on cooling
leading and trailing edges of blades have been previously
described. Typical values of cooling effectiveness
(temperature difference ratio) for simple convection
cooling are about 0.5 at 6 percent coolant mass fraction
[25]. This has been improved to 0.6 to 0.72 for advanced
impingement-convection methods [26].
In film cooling, the gas-to-metal heat flux
is minimized through the shielding action of the air
blanket. The low thermal conductivity of the cooling
air provides good insulation; however, some of this
effectiveness is lost due to mixing and resulting
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turbulence downstream that will increase gas side heat
transfer coefficients for subsequent stages. A principle
parameter affecting film cooling effectiveness is the
injection angle [19]; when the coolant is injected
normal to the mainstream through the relatively large
film injection sites, the boundary layer along the surface
is disrupted and the heat shield is diminished through
mixing and entrainment (Figure 4.2) of free stream fluid
particles with coolant air along the blade surface.
The blowing rate (P CV /p^V^) ^ f the film normal to the
surface becomes important and when limiting values are
exceeded (defined by the gas and coolant temperatures
and the location of the injection port along the surface)
cooling effectiveness is decreased and heat flux to the
blade increases. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.3
where surface heat flux is plotted as a function of
blowing rate for several coolant temperatures [27].
For the upper curve the film and stream temperatures
are equal and the heat flux to the surface increases
with coolant mass fraction primarily due to mixing in
the boundary layer. When the cooling air is at wall
temperature the heat flux is reduced for small coolant
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For a cooling air temperature below wall temperature, the
cooling is more effective.
A boundary layer separation criterion for normal
injection has related the skin friction coefficient
(without coolant flow) to the normal mass injection rate
[28]:
P V
c C „ -
~v 1 f°p^ 00 00
For realistic conditions of coolant and gas flow, this
value is small, on the order of 10
For angled injection of coolant the blowing rate
can be increased beyond the normal blowing rate for the
same separation criterion proportionally to the sine of
the injection angle. The angled injection permits quick
reattachment of the coolant film to the surface and
thereby improves the shielding effect [19]. It has been
suggested [19] that increasing the blowing rate near the
rear of the suction surface of a turbine blade (where an
adverse pressure gradient exists) may delay separation
and thus reduce drag losses. Experiments at NASA, however,
have indicated that these gains are offset by the
resultant increase in gas-stream turbulence, which, for
even light blowing, trips the boundary layers on down-
stream blades from laminar to transitional or turbulent
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and increases the heat transfer to these surfaces [29].
The presence of film cooling holes near the leading edge
of a foil surface has been shov/n to trip the boundary
layer into turbulence and increase the rate of heat
transfer to the trailing edge region of the same surface.
One positive effect that a high blowing rate can
accomplish is the diminution of radiant heat flux in first
stage vanes and blades [30] . Typical values of cooling
effectiveness with large-hole coolant injection in practical
blades are 0.6 to 0.7 at a coolant mass fraction of about
6% [25]; the effects on turbine efficiency for full-coverage
film blades are uncertain at present since film cooling
has been principally employed to supplement convection
impingement techniques.
Transpiration cooling effectiveness depends on
the shielding action of a protective air blanket as with
film cooling. The convective heat flux to the porous
surface is more effectively reduced due to the improvement
in uniformity of blowing sites, requiring reduced coolant
velocity. These lower wall velocity gradients reduce
the recovery temperature and hence the heat transfer
to the surface [12]. The most significant factor in
improved effectiveness for transpiration cooling is the
increase in coolant temperature rise that occurs within
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the porous wall itself. For coolant flow through a porous
wall, a significant amount of heat is transferred to the
coolant within the wall and this heat transfer rate may
be expressed with an interstitial heat transfer coefficient:
rate of heat transfer per unit volume of porous material
where T and T are average coolant and metal temperatures,





where S is the internal surface area and V the material
volume [ 6 ] . For porous materials including drilled
sheets and mesh, S/V is high, yielding high effective
heat transfer from the surface to the coolant. Since this
occurs at every injection site along the surface, the
coolant attains the surface temperature at exit. This
complete utilization reduces required coolant flows for
a fixed desired blade temperature and correspondingly
reduces mixing losses and negative reheat. Turbine
efficiencies should therefore improve significantly over
convective and film cooling methods. Transpiration
cooling effectiveness theoretically then attains a value
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of unity rapidly with low blowing rates. Maximum values
in industrial and research use have typically been about
0.35 [25].
4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS CORRELATIONS
In order to compare the cooling system effective-
ness among advanced air cooling methods, expressions
relating temperature difference ratio to coolant mass
fraction are relevant. As seen above (Section 4.1)
cooling effectiveness is essentially a local phenomenon
and is a complex function of coolant and gas side heat
transfer coefficients and area ratios plus the thermal
capacity of the coolant (W cpc) . There have been numerous
experiments that have attempted to measure this effective-
ness for varying cooling methods. Yeh [31] developed a














where a. and 8 varied according to location with a general
range of 0.1 < a < 0.2 and -0 . 5 < 3 < - . 75 . On the
basis of a one-dimensional heat transfer analysis similar

















for average temperatures and heat transfer coefficients
for convection and film methods. These forms suggest
that cooling effectiveness correlations may take, in










and technical data is often published in this form. This
form is especially conducive to computer application in
determining coolant flow requirements for prescribed
temperature levels and ultimately the impact of various
cooling methods on turbine efficiency and cycle performance.
For this study, coolant mass fraction and
temperature difference ratio data were collected from
several sources [12 ,26 ,32] and correlated for advanced
impingement-convection (2 curves) , full-coverage film
and transpiration methods.
The correlations developed from the data are as



















= 0.0826 (ip) 2.1277
transpiration
These results plus a curve of theoretical film cooling
effectiveness developed in reference [33] are
shown in Figure 4.4; the plotted relations indicate
that transpiration cooling is the most effective cooling
method at all coolant flow rates. At 6 percent coolant
mass fraction (a typical value for present designs and
temperatures) transpiration effectiveness exceeds that
of composite 1 by 44 percent and film by 17 percent
ri _ n re f
( ) . The differences between composite curves
Href
one and two are small except for vary high coolant flow
rates.
4.4 COMMENTS ON CORRELATIONS
The derived correlations indicate the anticipated



































































is superior in terms of effectiveness for a given flow rate
of coolant to composite (convection-impingement plus hot
spot film cooling) methods. The full-coverage film
expression is developed from relatively few data points
(12) averaged from spot-cooling data between leading and
trailing edges [32]; it reflects the better local effective-
ness of films at the trailing edge especially. The data
from [32] generally indicate that composite cooling is at
least as effective as full-coverage film cooling for most
coolant flow rates; this may be so because full film
coverage may under-utilize the film air prior to ejection
in a convective or impingement role. It is very difficult
to isolate a full-coverage film case as in most turbines
the film air is always employed in some other mode 'before
ejection. The significant conclusions to be drawn from
Figure 4 . 4 are :
(1) Transpiration is clearly the most effective
air cooling method in terms of conservation
of cooling air;
(2) Full-film data, although limited, indicates
much better results than those analytically
predicted some years ago;
(3) Composite cooling as presently developed
achieves significantly high effectiveness
through optimizing the local effectiveness
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of individual air cooling methods, re-
emphasizing the fact that cooling
effectiveness is a highly local phenomenon;
(4) There are errors of approximation inherent
in attempting to employ average temperatures
in a simplified correlation; as shown above,
effectiveness is a complex function of the
coolant-to-gas mass fraction.
The impact of each method of cooling on turbine
and cycle efficiencies is not directly proportional to
effectiveness due to the complex mixing and gas temperature
effects occurring at injection. To assess the ultimate
affects of employing advanced air cooling methods on
cycle performance and efficiency, a computer program was
employed utilizing the above correlations. A description
of the program and results obtained by varying key
parameters follows in the next chapter.
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5. COMPARISON OF AIR COOLING METHODS
5.1 COMPUTER MODEL UTILIZATION
A digital computer model was utilized to compare
the effects of cooling system modification on various
cycle parameters. The existing model permits the detailed
simulation of a combined Brayton-Rankine cycle (COGAS) plant
with the options of feedheating and reheating on the
Rankine cycle. This model was modified to permit the
substitution of alternative gas turbine models within the
basic program and to permit the simulation of the gas
turbine only. Thus, the variations of cooling system
type on the key performance parameters of the gas turbine
could be compared on the bases of simple and combined
cycle utilization.
5.1.1 Description and Features of the Model
The combined cycle model (library name "RANKINE")
avoids detailed modelling of the working fluid flow and
thereby avoids the compounding effects of assumptions
about boundary layer flow. However, the working fluid
properties (enthalpy, entropy, specific heat) are modelled
in detail utilizing polynomial representations that
incorporate the effects of current gas composition. Steam
properties are evaluated analytically from relations in [34].
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The gas turbine is modelled in three separate
subroutines- compressor, combustor and turbine; the major
variables are compressor pressure ratio and turbine inlet
temperature. The compressor and turbine performances are
modelled as polytropic processes with assumed polytropic
efficiencies. Pressure losses at inlet and exhaust can
be specified. The compressor subroutine computes values
of temperature and enthalpy at the compressor exit and
at the intermediate bleed pressures required for turbine
cooling. The combustor determines the fuel rate of known
heating value required for a specified gas temperature
at the turbine inlet. The cooled gas turbine subroutine
(GTUR) expands the gas polytropically through stages
of equal enthalpy drop, providing cooling air to the
stators and rotors as a function of cooling effectiveness
for a limiting metal temperature. Gas properties are
adjusted at each stage to allow for the mixing of gas with
coolant. GTUR determines the net work and efficiency
of the entire gas turbine model and establishes the exhaust
gas conditions at entry to the waste heat recovery unit
(WHRU) when applicable. For combined cycle employment, a
pressure loss in the exhaust duct accounts for both
duct loss and that due to the WHRU. Principal variables
in the steam plant include the WHRU pressure and the
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options of feedheating (single stage) and reheat. The
feedheating deaerator raises the feedwater temperature
to 422 K (300 F) ; this level is sufficient to protect
against the formation of corrosive products in the exhaust
gas while allowing effective heat transfer from the
exhaust gas in the WHRU. Condenser temperature is variable,
as is the "pinch point" and the difference between the
maximum gas temperature and maximum steam temperature.
5.1.2 Modifications to RAHKINi:
A simple modification to RANKINE was required
to permit simulation of the Brayton cycle only; this was
accomplished through a change in the initializing
subroutine. Options now available with RANKINE include:
(1) open cycle gas turbine, with various alternate gas
turbine models (with cooling alternations) ; and (2) combined
cycle simulation with any gas turbine model, Rankine
cycle options as before. For this study, the basic gas
turbine model GTUR was modified by the substitution of
cooling effectiveness curves as previously described to
model alternative air cooling methods (full-coverage film
and transpiration) . This procedure was adequate for
comparing the impact on cycle efficiency, specific fuel
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consumption and specific power of similar cooling systems
(i.e. utilizing air) but was not compatible when the basic
cooling method changed. Therefore a first generation,
liquid-cooled gas turbine model was developed with the
general structure of GTUR in order to enable interfacing
with RANKINE. This model is described in Chapter 6.
5.2 COMPARISON OF AIR COOLING METHODS
5.2.1 Open Cycle Results
Open cycle conditions were established as in
Table 5.1
TABLE 5.1 Simple Cycle Parameters
2Compressor inlet pressure (N/m )/psi 101325/14.7
Compressor inlet temperature (°K) 300
Inlet pressure loss (inches water) 2
Compressor flow loss (% inlet flow at PR=20) 1.25
Compressor polytropic efficiency 0.88
Combustor pressure loss (% inlet) 5.0
Heating value (kcal/kg/Btu/lbm) 10000/18000
Combustor efficiency 0.99
Turbine polytropic efficiency 0.9
Exhaust duct pressure loss (inches water) 5.0
and the primary cycle parameters (pressure ratio and turbine
inlet temperature) were varied to determine the effects
of cooling and/or cooling conditions on cycle performance.
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The cooling effectiveness correlations plotted
in Figure 4.4 indicate a potential conservation in cooling
air flow requirements among composite, film and trans-
priation cooled turbines. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
reduction in cooling air observed as a function of turbine
inlet gas temperature. The reduction due to the film
cooling is markedly less significant than from transpiration
cooling, and at small to moderate temperature rises, film
cooling is not as effective as composite methods. A
temperature limit for each type of cooling is discernable.
The reduced cooling air flow experienced at
higher temperatures with the advanced cooling methods
improves the cycle efficiency by reducing the mixing
losses that reduce tne gas stream temperature at each
stage and by minimizing the reductions in turbine hot gas
flow resulting from compressor bleed-off. The gains in
efficiency and specific fuel consumption for compressor
pressure ratio 16 are shown in Figure 5.2. The optimum
inlet temperature at this pressure ratio is increased to
1660 K from 1480 K with transpiration cooling, with a
percentage increase in efficiency of 4.1% over composite
cooling. Film cooling results were less significant as
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FIGURE 5.2 Comparison of the Effects of Cooling Method on






















































































































































A major gain in specific power was observed
with transpiration cooling, increasing 34.4% over composite
cooling (Figure 5.3). This results primarily from
increased turbine high temperature gas flow, and a related
effect is the rise in turbine exhaust gas temperature
with advanced cooling methods. At optimum inlet
temperature, the exhaust gas from the transpiration cooled
turbine is over 10 OK (13.9%) hotter than with current
cooling methods. The loss in potential energy that this
represents for open-cycle arrangements enhances the
attractiveness of a transpiration cooled turbine in a
combined plant.
The attainment of high efficiencies through
increased turbine inlet temperatures requires progressively
higher pressure ratios as illustrated in Figure
A transpiration cooled turbine achieves peak efficiency
at a specified maximum cycle temperature at a lower
pressure ratio than with other methods. The higher cost
of porous surfaces in the transpiration turbine (currently
about twice as expensive as convection-impingement air-
cooled blading) may thus be offset partially or completely
by the savings in compressor development costs, especially
since variable components will be required to achieve
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FIGURE 5.3 Variation of Exhaust Temperature and Specific




As developing compressor technology permits the
economical use of higher pressure ratios, transpiration
cooled turbines will enable the attainment of greater
efficiencies and specific powers through the use of
higher inlet temperatures. Figure 5.4 compares current
cooling with transpiration results at PR 32. Transpiration
cooling at this pressure ratio permits an optimum temper-
ature of 2100K with corresponding efficiency of 41.8
percent, an increase over standard cooling methods of
4 points or over 10.6 percent.
The small magnitude of performance gains
achieved with transpiration cooling at currently avail-
able pressure ratios suggests that alternative means
of attaining higher temperatures may be worthwhile.
Comparisons for two separate cases have been made
;
in case (1) , reduction in cooling air temperature to all
turbine stages is affected by a heat exchanger. Case (2)
postulates an increase in allowable metal temperature
to 1255K based on barrier coating development supported
by projected metallurgical gains (Figure 1.1). Table 5.3
compares the effects of precooling and metallurgical
progress for transpiration and composite cooling methods.







































































approximately 280 DEG (K) for comparison with increased
metal limiting temperature of 16 5 DEG K.
As evidenced by the tabulated results, greater
reductions in coolant mass flow can be achieved through
materials progress than with precooling (about 75 percent
compared to 52 percent) for each type of cooling. The
corresponding percentage gains in cycle efficiency with
the transpiration method, however, are approximately
half of those for composite cooling; these
diminishing returns to efficiency and fuel consumption
would require that a marginal analysis be performed
to balance the total costs of materials improvement and
precooling hardware with cycle benefits for transpiration
cooling. The improvements in fuel consumption and
efficiency that derive from precooling a state-of-the
art blade are approximately one third those experienced
from incorporating transpiration cooling methods
(1.1 percent to 3.5 percent). Specific power increases
are comparable, however (approximately 9 percent).
Precooling requires additional heat exchanger
equipment and considerable modification to the compressor
hardware , and any potential savings in machinery
weight and volume derived from a reduced air rate for a
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5.2.2 Combined Cycle Results
The higher exhaust temperatures experienced with
transpiration cooling offer greater potential for waste
heat recovery in a combined cycle. There are many con-
figurations of recovery units, including multi-pressure,
waste heat recovery units (WHRU) and supplementary fired
exhaust gas boilers. This study employs the unfired
WHRU in a Rankine cycle with options of single-stage
feedheating and steam turbine reheat. The thermodynamic
interconnection between the gas turbine and steam cycles
improves the combined cycle efficiency and specific
fuel consumption by taking advantage of the facility of
gas turbines to add heat at high temperatures and the
facility of condensing steam plants to reject heat at
low temperatures; the primary disadvantage of gas turbine
plants - the inability to reject heat at low temperatures -
is minimized by transferring exhaust gas heat to steam.
Combined cycle parameters were established as in Table 5.4
and the variation of cycle performance with cooling
methods was investigated. The presence of the steam cycle
adds additional restrictions to performance variables -
the moisture content of the steam in the last stage of
expansion must not exceed about 12 percent and the pressure
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TABLE 5.4 Combined Cycle Parameters
2Compressor inlet pressure (N/m )
Compressor inlet temperature ( K)
Inlet flow loss (inches water)
Compressor flow loss (% inlet flow at PR=20)
Compressor polytropic efficiency
Combustor pressure loss (%)
Heating value (Kcal/kg/Btu/lbm)
Combustor Efficiency
Gas turbine polytropic efficiency
Exhaust duct pressure loss (inches water)
Pressure loss due WHRU (inches water)
Condenser temperature ( K)
Condenser pressure (vacuum, inches Hg)
Pinch point temperature difference ( K)
Maximum gas-steam temperature difference (°K)
Pump efficiencies
Steam turbine efficiency (dry region)





















of the WHRU has significant impact on the size and weight
of the unit and the moisture content of the expansion.
The WHRU exhaust temperature must remain above about
422 DEG K to prevent exhaust duct corrosion.
The combined cycle results for pressure ratio
16 with composite and transpiration cooling methods are
shown in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5. Combined cycle
efficiencies exceeding 50 percent are achievable through
transpiration cooling and comparison with the open cycle
results of Table 5.2 indicates that for a fixed pressure
ratio the maximum cycle temperatures required are signi-
ficantly less (for this case, approximately 100 DEG K)
.
With the combined cycle, transpiration cooling allows
an increase in maximum temperature of 14 DEG K, and
this is reflected in improved efficiency and specific
power
.
Figure 5.6 relates the gas turbine exhaust
temperature to the proportion of work contributed by the
Rankine cycle. As expected the steam cycle work increases
with increasing exhaust gas temperature, but an unexpected
result is the less proportionate increase with transpiration
cooling at higher temperatures. The implication is that
as maximum cycle temperatures exceed the optimum, the
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1 Transpiration (Precooled to 324 K)
2 Transpiration
3 Composite (Precooled to 324 K)
4 Composite
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FIGURE 5.5 Combined Cycle Performance Variations with




turbine proceeds at a greater rate (for a fixed boiler
pressure) . The effect of increasing boiler pressure with
the transpiration-cooled combined cycle arrangement is
also shown in Figure 5.6 (dashed line) and summarized in
Table 5.6. The transpiration cooled gas turbine has
greater compatability at higher boiler pressures with
acceptable moisture as maximum cycle temperatures
increase; higher boiler pressures allow reductions in
steam component size (although cost increases) and the
implication is that where size is critical (shipboard
applications) the transpiration/combined cycle system
is more suitable if minor cycle efficiency losses are
permitted. The moisture content can be reduced to
negligible proportions with the use of reheat in the















































































































































































































































































6. WATER-COOLED GAS TURBINE
6.1 BACKGROUND
As outlined in Table 2.2 much research effort
been expended in the effort to produce a workable design
of a non-air cooled gas turbine. Many of the motivating
performance goals attendant with air cooling methods
apply to liquid cooling also, such as increased specific
output, reduced fuel consumption and increased efficiency.
There are additional benefits deriving from water cooling
however, chiefly involving the mechanical design of the
blades and vanes. The greatly increased thermal capacity
of water over air reduces sharply the differential
expansion and thermal gradients within the blades,
provides greater uniformity of chordwise temperature
distribution over the metal surface (reducing :, hot spots")
and increase the blade operating life. Water is cheap,
plentiful, possesses good heat transfer characteristics
and is safe . A solid blade surface may be used, reducing
the changes of overheating due to film-port blocking
from debris and particulates and permitting the gas
turbine to burn lower quality fuels. The principal draw-
backs in water-cooling techology have also been mechanically
oriented, with the higher pressure closed circuit systems
requiring thick blade walls constraining the manufacturing
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of the aerofoil shape, plus excessive feed rates and
water treatment requirements. The effective transporting
and collecting of the rotor coolant is a major design
problem of proposed water-cooled industrial turbines,
compounded by the generally insufficient knowledge of
heat transfer systems over a wide range of operating
conditions to permit a comparative assessment of per-
formance [15].
Alternative methods to air cooling offer the
possibility of reducing mixing losses and increasing
effective turbine work through the reheat effect. Control
.of metal temperatures is important to limit the heat
rejected from the gas steam to that required to provide
adequate cooling to maintain the blade limiting temper-
ature. Evaluation of the thermodynamic capabilities and
limitations of a water-cooled turbine may be accomplished
in the absence of detailed design information with a
computer model. The first step in developing a liquid-
cooled turbine model is the determination of the effects
heat rejection from the gas stream to the stator/rotor
surface
.
6.2 METHOD OF MODEL DEVELOPMENT
An air cooled turbine model shall be modified
to reflect the heat rejection processes at each stage plus
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the effects on performance and efficiency resulting from
no bleed-air requirements or coolant-mainstream mixing.
The current model assumes a constant stage work of
31.0 kcal/kg (55 BTU/lbm) manifested as a change in
stagnation temperature of the gas across the stage. The
gas attains an assumed kinetic energy across the stator
before entering the rotor, which gives the relative
stagnation temperature into the rotor.
For this modification to the model these assump-
tions (constant stage work and assumed kinetic energy)
are maintained. Expressions for heat transfer to the
stator and rotor of each stage are developed from one
dimensional heat balances of a single vane/blade considering
continuity through a pair of vanes/blades. The governing
consideration of the analysis is that only cooling
produces a change in stagnation enthalpy across the stator
and a change in relative stagnation enthalpy across the
rotor. Heat is assumed transferred at constant stagnation
pressure based on stator/rotor exit conditions.
In the notation of Appendix I, the mass flow of
gas per unit blade height is
m = p_ VI 2 cos 3 2 " s (6.1)
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and continuity requires this constant through a pair of
blades. The change in relative stagnation enthalpy hR
across the blade is due to cooling and is
™g (h0lR- 1W " hgR* (TREL- TBL } (6 - 2 >
where h _ = average gas side heat transfer
' coefficient to rotor
T„FL = blade relative stagnation temperature(chordwise avg)
T_, = metal limiting temperature
13 lj
then
h £(T - T )
p„ W- cos 82 s
Similarly for a stator




p, V, cos cu s
where h = average gas-side heat transfer coefficient to
stator
.
The values for a,, 3,, V. , and w_ are determined
from the computer program assumptions; the complete
velocity diagrams are developed in Appendix I. Representa-










The gas side heat transfer coefficients were










Flat plate values for a and b are 0.5 and 0.33 (laminar)
and 0.8 and 0.33 (turbulent), respectively. For an actual
turbine it is expected that the value for a is closer to
0.8. An expression by Hawthorne for Nu for turbine








for air at high temperatures this reduces to
h = | (.1212)Re' 68 (6.7)
where k is the gas conductivity and c the blade chord.
Conductivity is primarily an increasing function
of temperature, little affected by pressure expect at
extremely high temperatures (greater than 2800 DEG K)
;
for the range of 811-2250 DSG K k may be linearly
approximated (within 1% ) by (6 8)
-5 -8 Vral
k = 1.4056 x 10 + 1.31598 x 10 (T-811)-
s-m-K
T in degrees K
Stator and vane chords were assumed equal at a value of
.0508 m which is a reasonable first approximation
assuming a small number of cooled stages.
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Densities were determined within the computer



























Since TGAS - TREL ~ TQ2 - TQ2 RE].. Substituting for the











To determine the dynamic viscosity y , an expression by
Walz [36] was employed with temperatures evaluated at actual
























T in degrees K.
The appropriate temperatures T are ^GAS for stators and
TRHL ^or bla<^es - The kinematic viscosity v is then
evaluated from
u
v = - (6.14)
P
All quantities are therefore known to evaluate Re for the
stator and rotor and to determine the heat losses
(stagnation enthalpy changes) from Equations 6.3 and 6.4.
The stage enthalpy drop is then
/ kcal
h01 " h02
= 31 "° " QSTA " QBLA '
\kg air
Appendix I contains a listing of the water-cooled turbine
subroutine modified to reflect the units of the model.
6.3 COOLING WATER REQUIREMENTS
Blades and stators are assumed cooled with
pressurized water in a closed system (no mixing with gas
stream). Assumptions are as follows:
(a) No temperature drop in blade;
(b) No boiling occurs in coolant;
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(c) Allowable temperature rise of cooling
water is 80% of the saturation-inlet
temperature difference (for factor of
safety)
.
The heat transferred to the metal is determined; an allow-
able coolant temperature rise is postulated and the mass
flow rate of coolant is determined as follows
kcal/s








mass flow rate coolant fkg water/s
mass flow rate of air kg air/s
kcal
c = 1 for water
p kg K
T = safety coefficient x (T„, m - T_ , in)SAT Coolant
0.3
Thus for a particular power level the mass flow of air may
be established (based on required specific work from the
program) and this determines the coolant flow rate required.




and for some determined area with prescribed inlet con-
ditions (p fixed) , the coolant velocity is established.
This requires detailed assumptions in blade design for
the required area A which is beyond the scope of the
study.














6.4 • PERFORMANCE RESULTS
6.4.1 Open Cycle Results
The cycle conditions specified as Table 5.1 were
duplicated for this model; the coolant is distilled water
at inlet conditions 1000 psia and 324 K. The impact
on open cycle performance at pressure ratio 16 is
summarized in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2. Figure 6.3
illustrates the reason for the rapid decline in efficiency;
the heat absorbed by the coolant increases sharply as the
gas temperature increases. This is anticipated as the
temperature difference is the principal driving "force"
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TABLE 6.1 Water Cooled Gas Turbine Simple
Cycle Performance
Pressure ratio 16
Metal temperature (DEC K) 1090
Inlet temperature (DEG K) 1350
Cycle efficiency .466
SFC (lbm/HP-HR) .300
Heat loss (% turbine work) 1.5
Total cooling water required 1.57/81
Specific power (HP/lbm-sec) 220
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FIGURE 6.2 Simple Cycle Water-cooled Turbine Efficiency
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FIGURE 6.3 Water-cooled Turbine Heat Loss and Coolant




for heat transfer. Increased heat fluxes require com-
pensating cooling water flows as also illustrated in
Figure 6.3.
The efficiency attained by the water-cooled
turbine is noteworthy not only for its magnitude which
approaches combined cycle efficiencies, but as well for
the low optimum cycle temperature, fully 130 DEG (K)
less than the optimum for a current air cooled turbine
(Table 5.2)
.
6.4.2 Combined Cycle Results
The potential performance attainable with
water-cooled turbines in combined cycle applications is
indicated in Figure 6.4 and in Table 6.2
(combined cycle parameters as indicated in
Table 5.4). As with the transpiration-cooled turbine,
increases in boiler pressure are an available option to
improve the steam cycle work ratio. The advantages of
water cooling in both simple and combined cycle
arrangement are indicated by the trends of Figure 6.5.
6.4.3 Evaluation of Water-Cooling Results
Assessment of the performance gains and addi-
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Turbine Inlet Temperature-Deg K
1900
FIGURE 6.4 Combined Cycle Efficiency for Water-cooled
Turbine. (PR= 16, TBL = 1090 K, WHRU Pres-
sure = 400 Dsi.)
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Metal temperature 10 90
Inlet temperature (DEG K) 150
Cycle efficiency .565
Specific power (HP/lbm-sec) 330
SFC (lbm/HR-HR) .2 55
Work gas turbine (% total) 78.6
Boiler pressure (psi) 400
Moisture (%) 13.0
Temperature leaving gas turbine (DEG K) 772
Temperature leaving WHRU (DEG K) 482.5


















































Turbine Inlet Temperature-Deg K
FIGURE 6.5 Effect of Cooling Method on Performance for




consideration of the limitations and idealizations of the
model plus the paucity of full-scale prototype plants
to develop approximate working comparisons. The derived
equation for conductivity is accurate to within 1 percent
for the optimum temperatures determined in this analysis;
the low values of heat transferred for temperatures
with 300 (DEG K) of metal limiting temperature are
consistent with the usual assumption of adiabatic expansion.
A comparison of blade Nusselt number with- experimental
data from actual engines indicates realistic agreement
(Figure 6.6). A manual computation of the effects of
neglecting to evaluate fluid properties (density and
viscosity) at film temperature (averaged surface and gas
temperature) indicated about 1% error (high) . Determining
the heat flux temperature difference based on gas
temperature as opposed to adiabatic wall temperature was
considered acceptable at the elevated temperatures involved,
given the expected recovery factors (proportional to
1/3
Pr ) of 0.86 to 0.91; a brief computation at a turbine
inlet temperature of 1700 DEG K indicated a 1 percent
discrepancy in stage heat flux (high)
.
The prediction of coolant flow rates was highly
idealized; the coolant flow map of Figure 6.7 when
compared with values of a preliminary design of an




























10" 2 3 456789 10
Exit Reynolds Number
1 Ainley turbine
2 Wilson and Pope
3 Andrews and Bradley \- (Reference 6)
4 Halls
5 Turner
6 Model predicted (water-cooled simple cycle)
FIGURE 6.6 Mean Heat Transfer Predictions
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The coolant flow as a percentage of compressor air flow is
very low for the nozzles (one order of magnitude) with not
as large a discrepancy for the rotors. The total feed
flow for the detailed design was 16.7 percent compressor
air flow, compared to 1.57 percent for this model.
Although coolant system pressures (1000 psi versus
1250 psi) and gas temperatures are similar, the design of
reference [15 ] is an evaporative system that recovers
only one third of its coolant; the heat tansfer capability
per unit mass of coolant in such a system is many times
that in which no phase change occurs and therefore it is
anticipated that the coolant flow proportion for the model
would be much higher than in the detailed design. This
significant variation in flow rate is unexplained and
indicates that more detailed modelling of coolant side
heat transfer (and blade design) is probably required.
An additional noticeable result is that the
maximum cycle temperature obtained with the water-cooled
combined cycle exceeds that of the simple cycle con-
figuration which is contrary to the trends indicated
with air-cooled versions. The reason for this result
is not understood, but may further indicate some


















































7. IMPLICATIONS FOR MARINE UTILIZATION
7.1 METHOD OF COMPARISON
To properly determine an optimum power plant for
a ship requires a comprehensive cost estimate (total
monetary and non-monetary, i.e. weight or volume) based
on detailed knowledge of the individual proposed installation.
Since all of the advanced cooling methods considered thus
far are still under development, most costing data are
either unknown or proprietary and therefore unavailable.
A simple partial method of comparing the various turbine
cooling methods can be accomplisned, however, by analyzing
the savings in fuel weight and improvement in endurance -
two key parameters of concern to ship machinery plant
designers
.
Gas turbine installations for naval ships of
displacement greater than 1000 tons are typically in
"cruise-boost" configuration, with a low power gas
turbine supplemented by a larger turbine for short
periods of full speed. High specific power is desirable
at all power levels to minimize ducting and machinery
size and weight, but high efficiency and low SFC are
becoming as important to naval ships as they have always
been to merchant vessels that spend most of their
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operating time at a single speed. The most probable naval
gas turbine configurations in the future then will consist
of a highly cooled turbine for cruising plus a "boost"
turbine with the possible addition of a bottoming cycle
to the cruising turbine.
An arbitrary naval vessel of 80,000 SHP with a
maximum speed of 3 6 kts shall be considered, with an
assumed propulsion fuel weight of 850 tons (284,200 gal).
The machinery arrangement consists of two shafts with two
identical gas turbines providing power to each shaft.
The part- load fuel consumption curve of Figure 7.1
(derived from data for the LM 2500 marine gas turbine)
and an endurance speed of 18 kts are assumed. (See
Appendix II for sample calculation)
.
7.2 COMPARISON RESULTS
For the plant configuration described, the
improvements in range or potential weight savings are
negligible to small for simple cycle, advanced air cooling
methods (film and transpiration) ; much greater potential
performance is evidence by the application of a steam
bottoming cycle to a state-of-the art cooled turbine.
Employing transpiration cooling in a combined cycle
































FIGURE 7.1 Typical Part Load Specific Fuel Consumption
for Simple Cycle Gas Turbine.
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than from a transpiration cooled simple cycle (10% vs.
3.7%) Table 7.1 summarizes the results.
The remarkable savings and economy observed with
the water-cooled model are mitigated somewhat by the
troublesome history of mechanical problems associated
with water-cooled systems. In addition, this model has
assumed a closed, convective cooling system and the
pumping work required at the high system pressure
(although thermosyphon techniques can reduce) is certain
to deduct some performance penalty, of the order 3 to 5
percent in turbine efficiency [ 3 ] . It is also reasonable
to expect that losses would exist in an actual feed
system. The heat rejected to the coolant may be
profitably employed in auxiliary use and it is useful to
examine the potential of the rejected heat to contribute
to the anticipated make-up feed required.
Figure 7.2 is a schematic of a typical shipboard
distillation system employing a single flash evaporator
operating at 27 inches Hg vacuum; the heated turbine
cooling water is employed tube-side in a counter flow
shell-and-tube heat exchanger to preheat the seawater
feed (assumed inlet 300 DEG K) to the evaporator flash
temperature (at 27 in Hg vacuum) of 319 DEG K. To
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for the moment heat exchanger size requirements) , the
seawater feed flow rate W may be determined (assuming
some losses) by
(7.1)
W c (319-300) = 0.9 x Vtf c_ n (509-324)sw p sw cw p cw
Assuming equal specific heats,
We„ =8.76 VJ 7 (7.2)sw cw
If the fresh-to-brine ratio is assumed 0.02 (for every
unit mass of feedwater flashed, 9 8 percent returns to
brine, producing only 2 percent fresh per unit mass in)
,
then the fresh distillate W- produced for cooling system
augmentation is
W-_, = 0.175 V7 7.3)fw cw
In the open cycle considered with W = 31 lbm/min
(approximately 565 gallons per hour) the estimated
distillate produced is about 9 9 gallons per hour (0.175 x
565 gal/Hr) . The heat available from the turbine coolant
then can (under nearly ideal conditions) contribute
sufficient energy to enable the cooling system to sustain
water losses of over 17 percent. Multi-flash units could

























FIGURE 7.2 Schematic of Single-stage Flash Evaporator
for Water-cooled Gas Turbine.
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The water produced in this manner is ready for immediate
use in the cooling system without additional treatment.
The question of water purification requirements and
treatment in turbine cooling systems is currently not
well-defined; reference [3 7] reports experimental
evidence that indicates the scrubbing action of the
coolant within the blade passage is sufficient to prevent
the formation of deposits. The use of high pressures
to suppress ebullition results in low coolant temper-
atures and reduces the chemical treatment requirements
familiar to operators of high pressure (1200 psi or
greater) steam plants. The mechanical difficulties in
coolant metering of a pressurized system such as this
involve blade strengthening to withstand high tip
pre-sures and careful cooling passage design to eliminate
throttling obstructions that could cause internal pressure
drops and induce flashing in the hot (5 09 DEG K) coolant.
The required area (and therefore size) of the
heat exchanger required for the above process is not
excessive, estimated at 2 8 square feet for an overall heat
2transfer coefficient of 400 BTU/HR FT F (Appendix I)
.
Without attempting detailed blade design, one
possible check on the realism of the coolant flow rate
(1081 Gal/HR for the combined cycle) is a comparison
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with the detailed design of reference [15]. Table 7.2
summarizes the key parameters for that design; the ratio
of total coolant flows on the basis of gallons/HR/HP is
about 6.88. If for system 2 (the model developed here)
the error in required coolant flow were 100% (3.14 percent
compre-sor flow required as coolant) the ratio gallons
(collant/HP/HR drops to 3.57. The water flow requirements
predicted by tne model are then considerably less (one-
third to one-sixth) that those of an actual design. This
fact indicates that the model is conservative in estimating
heat losses (and therefore cooling water requirements)
but also that the flows demanded by the model should be
easily accommodated by reasonable blade design. The
distribution of the coolant in each system compares
reasonably well, with 29 percent going to rotors in
system 2 and 19.2 percent in system 1. As noted in
Chapter 6 there exists a significant discrepancy in the
expected total water flow rates between the detailed
design and the model predictions. The simplified
assumptions concerning coolant side behavior are possible
factors contributing to this variation.
An interesting result of the optimization
analysis is the relatively significant impact that the
type of turbine cooling system has on the maximum cycle
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TABLE 7.2 Comparison of Actual to Proposed
Water-Cooled Gas Turbine Design
System
Design Power (HP)












Makeup (% air flow)
Combined cycle efficiency
System 1 - Combined cycle power plant, water-cooled
turbine [15 J A
System 2 - Combined cycle power plant with water-cooled
















This design is evaporative, permitting 67% of rotor coolant




temperature in the simple cycle, as opposed to minor
effects with a combined cycle. The peak temperature
"inversion" between simple and combined cycles contrasted
to air cooled turbines was noted in Chapter 5.
Finally, the potential increases in specific
power achievable with water and transpiration cooling in
simple cycle arrangements indicate that further peaking
or "boost" power units may be able to achieve significant
reductions in size, weight and cost of the turbine plus
ducting, as stage loading can be increased (fewer stages
in the high pressure turbine) or air flow required for a
desired power level reduced. This is particularly
important to naval ships as the advent of increased weapons
payloads has increased the demand for space and power,
simultaneously reducing the space available for machinery
while demanding additional output - hence a trend to




A study of the potential of several advanced gas
turbine cooling methods has been made to assess the impact
on performance in simple and combined cycles. It is
concluded that:
1. Continued increases in efficiency and specific
power for simple cycle gas turbines require the attainment
of turbine inlet temperatures between 1300 and 1600 DEG K
at current pressure ratios. As these temperatures exceed
the current metal limiting temperatures (about 1090 DEG K)
,
some manner of turbine cooling is required;
2. Air cooled designs are the most developed;
this is partially a result of the compatibility of the
cooling medium with the turbine working fluid; liquid-
cooled designs have been the subject of much research
but the mechanical problems associated with liquid systems
have prevented the achievement of a production design;
3. The anticipated reduced coolant flows and
forecast ability provide more uniform and effective
cooling with transpiration and film cooling methods should
offer significant improvements in efficiency and specific
power; the overall performance gains from film cooling
as observed in this analysis were very small. Transpiration
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cooling achieves moderate improvements in the simple cycle
configuration. These modest differences from composite,
state-of-the-art cooling may result from:
(a) An oversimplification of the cooling
effectiveness correlation; while the composite
correlation is effective in predicting actual
turbine performance, contrasting elements
of the film and transpiration cooling
processes are not made significant enough
through this method;
(b) The scarcity of data points (12) in
developing the film correlation;
(c) The inability to adequately isolate
a full-coverage film case from other
methods
;
(d) Differing conditions affecting data;
although the data utilized were collected
at approximately equal Reynolds numbers,
additional similarity conditions (primarily
Biot number) are required for heat transfer
(hence coolant flow) predictions;
(e) Poor modelling of the film cooling
mechanism with this generalized approach;
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4. The film cooling data employed indicate
significant improvement over earlier analytical predictions;
5. The levels of effectiveness obtained with
standard (composite) cooling are high, exceeding the
previously accepted threshold of 50 percent maximum
effectiveness and attaining levels of 60 to 70 percent
effectiveness. These improvements in the "baseline"
cooling system diminish the differences among the advanced
air cooling methods in this study;
6. Transpiration cooling results in higher
exhaust temperatures, indicating greater combined cycle
performance benefits. Transpiration cooling also permits
an increase in maximum cycle temperature at a fixed
pressure ratio; the development of high pressure-ratio
enignes for shaft power will result in simple cycle
efficiencies exceeding 41 percent;
7. Progress in materials development could
achieve much greater improvements in efficiency than
through sophisticated air cooling techniques by achieving
greater reductions in required coolant flow;
3. Precooling can achieve moderate increases
in efficiency with any air cooling system but at added
complexity and design cost. Precooling with current
cooling systems can improve cycle efficiencies by 50 percent
of the potential gains with transpiration cooling;
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9. Combined cycle efficiencies exceeding 50
percent are attainable with transpiration and water-cooled
gas turbines; the employment of standard cooling practices
in a combined cycle delivers greater performance than with
transpiration or water-cooled turbines in a simple cycle;
10. The water-cooled model developed in this study
adequately predicts gas side heat transfer (Figure 6.6)
but the cooling water flow requirements are based on overly
simplified assumptions and could be in excess of 100 percent
too low. In addition, the fact that a water-cooled combined
cycle achieves peak efficiencies at higher turbine inlet
temperatures than in simple cycle use is a major difference
from current air-cooled trends and indicates a possible
discrepancy in the water-cooled model.
11. Predicted simple cycle efficiencies with
water cooling exceed 46 percent while combined cycle
efficiency approaches 6 percent; allowance for losses
and pumping work could reduce these figures by about 3 to
5 points. Cooling water requirements at 1000 psi and
324 DEG K are estimated at 565 and 1081 GAL/HR for
simple and combined cycles, respectively, at a nominal
20,000 HP. Preliminary calculations indicate that in a
typical shipboard installation, the heat rejected by
the gas to the coolant could be recovered to enable the
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system to sustain losses of 17 percent. This would improve
cycle thermal efficiency although some additional pumping
power is required;
12. The performance improvements of transpiration
and water-cooled turbines in typical shipboard configurations
demonstrates that increases in maximum cruising range or
equivalent fuel weight reductions for a fixed range are
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Rankine and GTUR/GTTR employ SI units as listed
with appropriate variable names below:
CP Specific heat
CONB Gas conductivity at rotor
CONS Gas conductivity at stator
ENTH Enthalpy
ENTR Entropy
MHUB Gas dynamic viscosity at rotor
MHUS Gas dynamic viscosity at stator
QBLA Heat loss due to blade cooling
OSTA heat loss due to stator cooling
QTOT Total heat loss
RCW Rotor cooling water
SCW Stator cooling water
REYB Blade Reynolds number
REYS Stator Reynolds number
RHOB Relative gas density
RHOS Gas density
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FIGURE 1-3 Heat Exchanger Schematic
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR TABLE 7.1

-175-
The standard (composite) cooled, simple cycle
gas turbine (Table 5.2) at a rated power of 20 00 SHP has
SFC = 0.388 and is established as the reference plant.
From the propeller law, power varies as the cube of speed,
hence for endurance power at 18 kts
,
P„ - i Pm_ = 10,000 SHPE 8 max
or 5000 SHP per shaft. The plant configuration shall be
to operate one turbine per shaft at 5000/20000 SHP = 25%
full power. From Figure 7.1,
SFCE =1.6 SFC Full Power
Fuel Rate = (1.6) 0.388^^-4^1(5000 HP) =
riir - nx\ j
3104 lbl"Jiuel per shaft
rlK
Range = 85Q tons fuel 224Q lbm fuel . lbm fuel
2 shafts tons HR
18 kts = 5520 n.m.
To compare a simple cycle, transpiration cooled
gas turbine to the baseline, the ratio of SFCs is inversely
related to the endurance ratio, hence

-176-
Range Transpiration SFC REF
= x Range REF
Range Reference SFC TRANS
0.383
= x 5520 n.m. = 5726 n.m.
0.374
To determine the fuel weight savings for a constant
i
endurance range of 5 520 n.m.
,
(5726 - 5520)n.m. ,, - ,
A -,~,.LDm fuel - , -.
— x 0.374— — x 2 shafts x
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